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Objective
To retrieve a range of PLOS ONE data availability statements and quantify their ability to point to the study data efficiently and accurately. Research questions focused on availability over time, availability of URLs versus DOIs, the ability to locate resources using the data availability statement and availability based on data sharing method.

Design
Observational study.

Setting
PLOS ONE archive.

Subjects
A corpus of 47,593 data availability statements from research articles in PLOS ONE between March 1, 2014, and May 31, 2016.

Methods
Use of custom R scripts to retrieve 47,593 data availability statements; of these, 6,912 (14.5%) contained at least one URL or DOI. Once these links were extracted, R scripts were run to fetch the resources and record HTTP status codes to determine if the resource was discoverable. To address the potential for the DOI or URL to fetch but not actually contain the appropriate data, the researchers selected at random and manually retrieved the data for 350 URLs and 350 DOIs.

Main Results
Of the unique URLs, 75% were able to be automatically retrieved by custom R scripts. In the manual sample of 350 URLs, which was used to test for accuracy of the URLs in containing the data, there was a 78% retrieval rate. Of the unique DOIs, 90% were able to be automatically retrieved by custom R scripts. The manual sample of 350 DOIs had a 98% retrieval rate.

Conclusion
DOIs, especially those linked with a repository, had the highest rate of success in retrieving the data attached to the article. While URLs were better than no link at all, URLs are susceptible to content drift and need more management for long-term data availability.
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Abstract

Objective – To retrieve a range of PLOS ONE data availability statements and quantify their ability to point to the study data efficiently and accurately. Research questions focused on availability over time, availability of URLs versus DOIs, the ability to locate resources using the data availability statement and availability based on data sharing method.

Design – Observational study.

Setting – PLOS ONE archive.

Subjects – A corpus of 47,593 data availability statements from research articles in PLOS ONE between March 1, 2014, and May 31, 2016.

Methods – Use of custom R scripts to retrieve 47,593 data availability statements; of these, 6,912 (14.5%) contained at least one URL or DOI. Once these links were extracted, R scripts were run to fetch
the resources and record HTTP status codes to determine if the resource was discoverable. To address the potential for the DOI or URL to fetch but not actually contain the appropriate data, the researchers selected at random and manually retrieved the data for 350 URLs and 350 DOIs.

**Main Results** – Of the unique URLs, 75% were able to be automatically retrieved by custom R scripts. In the manual sample of 350 URLs, which was used to test for accuracy of the URLs in containing the data, there was a 78% retrieval rate. Of the unique DOIs, 90% were able to be automatically retrieved by custom R scripts. The manual sample of 350 DOIs had a 98% retrieval rate.

**Conclusion** – DOIs, especially those linked with a repository, had the highest rate of success in retrieving the data attached to the article. While URLs were better than no link at all, URLs are susceptible to content drift and need more management for long-term data availability.

**Commentary**

The study contributes value to a body of literature surrounding data availability statements that has been established in several disciplines, including another publication by the author (Federer, 2018). The author’s prior publication in this area notes a sharp increase in compliance since the 2014 PLOS ONE requirement of data availability statements but only 20% of complying publications use a repository to store their data. PLOS ONE has recently worked to incentivize use of repositories, creating an “Accessible Data” feature for articles using Open Science Framework (OSF), Figshare, or Dryad repositories (PLOS ONE, 2019). This incentive to brand work as accessible is further supported by the current study, which boasts 84.3% of resources in a repository available in comparison to 72% shared via other means.

The EBL Critical Appraisal Checklist was used to measure validity of the study (Glynn, 2006). Overall, the study is sufficiently strong, with a 93.75% validity calculation. Because the study used custom scripts, the only item from the checklist not accounted for is a validated data collection instrument. However, all scripts are available in the Open Science Framework and can be found in the study’s data availability statement. This study tackled clear and concise research questions that it then answered with continued clarity, and the study methods are easy to follow and replicate for future research.

The information provided by the author has valuable implications for scholarly practice. As requirements for transparency grow, data availability statements may become the norm across academia. The use of DOIs, particularly in repositories, can save time for both readers and authors. For readers, the DOI/repository route takes the least steps to reach the data; for authors, they will be spared emails from readers requesting the data if they cannot find it through the data availability statement. This may also be a valuable opportunity for libraries to build institutional repositories and incentivize faculty to input their data, as mounting proof indicates the necessity of transparency and replicability. If construction of a repository is outside the scope of a library’s time and budget allotment, librarians and informationists may benefit their users by sharing information about existing repositories available to them.

There are implications for future research, as this study solely measures two years of PLOS ONE’s data availability statements. This design should be replicated to measure these differences in different disciplines, in different journals, and in more recent years because the requirement for data availability has only grown.
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